Abstract

Very recently there has been a drastic difference in people’s demands and expectations of health care systems. A large quantity of information is easily available through the internet, which leads to increased patient knowledge. As the time is passing by, the electronic devices are shrinking in size and price. Taking the advantage of this advanced technology, our demands are leading to health care that improve quality of life throughout the continuum of life. People are turning towards the Indian culture and are trying to adapt it into their day today life from the ancient Indian medical sciences for their par in excellence, when compared to the modern allopathic treatment. Health care monitoring can now be done ubiquitously and there are several different research projects into wearable health monitoring. However, all the projects are at a prototype stage and not in wide scale use. Our work is concentrated on creating a wearable E-Health analysis element, which will support the medical science of Swayam Nadi Parikshan. Various diseases can be controlled by Swayam Nadi Parikshan where by the use of it a transition state of health is maintained from a diseased one. This paper presents a prototype of a non-invasive wellness monitoring system, capable of recording and analyzing continuous pulse rate, heart beat etc… data received from the human body. This system provides an application for recording activities, events and potentially important medical symptoms. The collected data are taken for further diagnosis. This wearable E-Health analysis element helps the patient and the medical practitioner to be well informed about the health condition of the patients. In times of abnormality an alert is sent to both the wearer and the consultant via his personal digital assistant (PDA), for necessary action to be taken.
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